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ξion (number of ionizing photons produced normalized to UV 
luminosity) predicted with BPASS SPS model for faint (lime) 
and bright (purple) galaxies compared to a compilation of 
observations (color-coded markers) and a range of typical 
values used in simulations (grey band). We show a mild redshift 
dependence. However, we are unable to reproduce 
observations with our physical model.

Ṅion (number of ionizing photons produced) per Mhalo and its 
evolution over redshift. Our results show that Ṅion evolves 
quite strongly as a function of both halo mass as redshift. 
Although massive halos seems to be providing a lot more 
ionizing photons per halo mass, we note that they are also 
extremely at high redshifts.

The predictions from our self-consistent modeling pipeline matches most 

observational constraints for high-z galaxies and cosmic reionization.  

From making galaxies to reionizing the Universe in 8 hours (or less)!

(Top) ionizing emissivity, (middle) Neutral volume fraction, 
and  (bottom) IGM free electron optical depth. Blue dashed 
line marks where we assume a 20% universal UV escape 
fraction. The grey shaded regions show the range between 
an assumed population-averaged fesc of 5% (lower bound) 
to 50% (upper bound).

Fraction of ionizing photons that are produced by 
galaxies that are expected to be detected in wide 
(solid), deep (dashed), and lensed (dot-dashed) 
surveys with JWST (blue) and HST (cyan)

Paper I: Luminosity FunctionsPaper II: Physical Properties

• We implemented a physically motivated recipe to calculate the 
ionizing photon production rate based on the synthetic SEDs from 
stellar population synthesis SPS models, which account for the age 
and metallicity of the underlying stellar populations (Y+19 in prep). 

• By coupling our SAM to an analytic reionization model (e.g. Kuhlen+12), 
we have assembled a source-driven pipeline that allows us to 
efficiently study the impact of galaxy formation physics on cosmic 
reionization. (Y+19 in prep). 
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data:   www.simonsfoundation.org/  
           semi-analytic-forecasts-for-jwst/

Rest-frame UV luminosity functions with (solid) and without 
(dashed) dust attenuation, comparing to deep field 
(Finkelstein+16, Oesch+18) and lensed field observations 
(Livermore+17). With free parameter calibrated once to a 
subset of observations at z ~ 0, our model predictions are are 
able to reproduce observations up to z ~ 10 and provide 
predictions for galaxies far below the current detection limits.

Distribution functions for galaxies’ apparent magnitude 
calculated for JWST NIRCam broadband filters. The 
vertical line marks the expected detection limit for a 104 
seconds exposure and the horizontal line marks where 1 
object is expected per field-of-view.

• In this work, we present predictions for the rest-frame and observed-
frame UV LFs. We showed that JWST will be able to detect plenty of 
galaxies up to z ~ 10. We also showed that our results are in good 
agreement with observations. (arxiv:1803.09761).

• Our physically motivated, computationally efficient model is able to 
make predictions for a wide range of physical and observable 
properties, allowing us to study the correlation among these properties 
and the sensitivity of these predictions to modeling uncertainties.  
(arxiv:1901.05964).

Stellar-to-halo mass ratio predicts 
by our model compared with 
predictions from UniverseMachine 
(Behrooz i+18) , F IRE-2 s ims 
(Ma+2018), and clustering analysis  
(Harikane+2016). Upcoming JWST 
observations wil l dist inguish 
between these models. 

Predictions from our 
fiducial model (blue) 
demonstrate excellent 
a g r e e m e n t w i t h 
observat ions. SMF 
from alternative SF 
model is also shown 
for comparison.

We illustrate the demographics and properties of galaxy 
populations at high redshift predicted by our model. 
Here we present the correlation among selected physical 
properties at z = 6, including Mhalo, Zcold gas, SFR, M*, 
rest-frame MUV with dust attenuation, and mF200W; all 
masses and metallicities are given in solar units. The 

cyan and purple lines mark the detection 
limits of a typical JWST wide and deep 
survey, respectively. The contours in the 
scatter plots mark the 16th, 50th, and 84th 
percentile. Additional predictions for z = 8 
and 10 are available in Paper II and online. 

With the rather wide mass range of our sample galaxy 
populations, we attempt to answer questions like what 
galaxies are responsible for most of the ionizing photons. 
We group our predicted galaxies by luminosity and plot 
the fraction of ionizing photons responsible for by each 
of these groups. Galaxies out-of-range produce <1% of 
ionizing photons in combine. We find that most ionizing 
photons are coming from galaxies in the second to the 
brightest group. Although the brightest galaxies are 
providing the most ionizing photons per galaxy, these 
objects are fairly rare at high redshift and therefore 
cannot be the main driver for reionization. Conversely, 
the faintest galaxies are very prevalent at high redshifts 
but are not very efficient at producing ionizing radiations. 

• In anticipation of upcoming high-z JWST observations, we present predictions for observable 
properties for galaxy populations at z = 4 - 10, utilizing the well-established Santa Cruz semi-
analytic model (SAM) with the recently implemented multiphase gas partitioning and H2-
based star formation recipes (Somerville, Popping & Trager 2015). Our model can efficiently 
sample halos of masses over a wide dynamic range, covering galaxies forming in haloes 
nearing the atomic cooling limit to the most massive ones forming at these epochs. 

• The free parameters in our model are only calibrated to a subset of 
observations at z ~ 0 and it is intriguing that our results agree so well 
with a wide range of observational constraints across z ~ 4 - 10. By 
interfacing our SAM with an analytic reionization model, we also find 
that the predicted galaxy populations are able to fully reionize the 
universe in the timeframe required by IGM & CMB constraints.
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